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Ornament of Clear Realization 20 April 2017 
 

We have finished with the signs of irreversibility that manifest on the path of preparation. We 

continue now with the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing.  

 

We are on page 194.  

 

'2A1B-2B2B-2B2. Explanation of the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2A. Making a connection 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B. Explanation of the meaning 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2A. Making a connection 

In order to explain that “There is a reason for explaining the signs of irreversibility of 

one on the path of seeing after the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of 

preparation in that they are taken in terms of the order of their generation in the 

continuum, whereby they are explained in such a manner.' 

 

First we have an explanation of the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of preparation. 

That is followed by the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing. The reason we 

have this particular presentation is because we follow the order of generation First you have 

generation on the path of preparation then you have generation for those on the path of 

seeing. To explain this, we have this quote:  

 

 '[Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning] says:  

After the characteristics of irreversibility of components of definite 

separation [the path of preparation], the characteristics of irreversibility of 

the path of seeing 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B. Explanation of the meaning 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1. Brief indication of the number of signs 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2. Extensive explanation of their entities 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1. Brief indication of the number of signs 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1A. Making a connection 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1B. Root text 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1C. Commentary  

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1A. Making a connection 

The subject—that taught in the one interceding stanza “The sixteen instants of the 

forbearances and / Knowledges with respect to the path of seeing / Should be known as 

the characteristics / Of the irreversible bodhisattvas. (4.46)”—has a purpose because it 

is for the sake of explaining them in a manner of briefly indicating the characteristics of 

the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing by means of number. 

 

In order to make the above connection, [Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning] says:  

 

taught by one interceding stanza' 
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We are trying to connect to the point of the text. This is why we quote here from 

Maitreya's Ornament, to find our place in the text.  

 

“The sixteen instants of the forbearances and / Knowledges with respect to the path of 

seeing / Should be known as the characteristics / Of the irreversible bodhisattvas. 

(4.46)” describes the types of signs we will find in bodhisattvas with middling level capacity. 

 

During equipoise on the path of seeing, which is described those ‘sixteen instants of 

forbearance and / knowledges’ which is how we describe the path of seeing, they will 

generate special signs in terms of method and wisdom.  When they move into post-equipoise 

these will manifest as special physical and verbal behaviours. These are the signs that are 

relevant to us in this context.  

 

This paragraph makes the connection trying to indicate to us that the subject taught 

here is taught with a purpose:  

 

'for the sake of explaining them in a manner of briefly indicating the 

characteristics of the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing 

by means of number. 

 

We have 'by means of number' 16 'characteristics of the signs of 

irreversibility of one on the path of seeing. 

 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1B. Root text' 

 

In order to explain in a manner of briefly indicating the sixteen signs of irreversibility of 

one on the path of seeing.’ 

 

We have here again the same stanza [4.46] as above.  

 

‘[Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] (stanza 4.46) says: 

 

The sixteen instants of the forbearances and  

Knowledges with respect to the path of seeing   

Should be known as the characteristics  

Of the irreversible bodhisattvas. 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-1C. Commentary  

In order to explain this by means of the meaning of the words, [Haribhadra’s Clear 

Meaning] says:  

 

The sixteen instants of forbearance and knowledge of dharma and 

subsequent knowledge by means of true sufferings and so forth are the 

characteristics of irreversibility of the bodhisattvas abiding on the path 

of seeing.’ 

 

'true sufferings and so forth' introduces the four noble truths.  

We have [1] true suffering; [2] true origin; [3] true cessation and [4] true path.   
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'by means of true sufferings' we have 'The sixteen instants of forbearance and 

knowledge of dharma and subsequent knowledge’ 

 

This is because the way we describe the path of seeing by means of the four truths 

is by looking at those sixteen moments, four for each of the four truths. 

 

1. For the truth of suffering, we first have Dharma forbearance and then 

Dharma knowledge. Then we will have subsequent forbearance and 

subsequent knowledge. This is the four in relation to true suffering.  

2. In relation to the truth of origin we first have Dharma forbearance and then 

Dharma knowledge. Then we will have subsequent forbearance and 

subsequent knowledge 

3. With respect to the truth of cessation, again we have those four.  

4. With respect to the true path, again we have these four.  

 

These are the sixteen moments.  

 

We begin with the four moments in relation to the truth of suffering. The first 

moment is Dharma forbearance. This is an uninterrupted path that is acting as an 

antidote for abandonments of the desire realm on the path of seeing. 

 

The next moment which is called Dharma knowledge is the liberated path that is 

attained after you have abandoned abandonments of the desire realm on the path of 

seeing. This is the Dharma forbearance and Dharma knowledge. It has to do with 

abandonments of the desire realm on the path of seeing. The first is the 

uninterrupted path. The second is the liberated path.  

 

We have subsequent forbearance which is the uninterrupted path for abandonments 

of the two higher realms in relation to the path of seeing and subsequent knowledge 

which is the liberated path from abandonments that you have already abandoned of 

the two higher realms in relation to the path of seeing.  

 

That applies to the remaining three of the four noble truths. The Dharma moments 

are seeing abandonments of the desire realm. The subsequent moments are for 

seeing abandonments for the two higher realms. The first one, forbearance, is the 

uninterrupted path. The second one, knowledge, is the liberated path. It is the same 

pattern for all.  

 

In relation to the truth of origin, first we have Dharma forbearance which is the 

uninterrupted path for seeing abandonments of the desire realm, in relation to the 

truth of origin. Then we have Dharma knowledge which refers to the liberated path 

after you have abandoned those seeing abandonments of the desire realm.  

Then we have subsequent forbearance which refers to the uninterrupted path that 

opposes seeing abandonments of the higher realms.  

Then we have subsequent knowledge that is the liberated attained after you have 

abandoned seeing abandonments of the higher realms, in terms of the truth of 

origin.  
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Again referring to the quote from Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning: 

 

‘The sixteen instants....are the characteristics of irreversibility of the 

bodhisattvas abiding on the path of seeing.’ 

 

‘The sixteen instants’ are moments that occur during equipoise. The first is the 

uninterrupted path where you are applying uninterruptedly the antidote. The second 

is the liberated path, which you attain after you have applied the antidote in an 

uninterrupted fashion. Those sixteen moments occur during equipoise 

  

However the signs of irreversibility are special signs of physical and verbal 

behaviour that can only occur during post-equipoise. So what is it saying here? 

 

It is phrased in this way because he is presenting this subject in a condensed 

manner. There are a few words missing in this sentence. To really understand fully 

the meaning you have to understand that he is saying that: 

 

the characteristics of irreversibility of bodhisattvas abiding on the path of 

seeing are characteristics that manifest in post-equipoise induced through the 

strength of the sixteen instants that occur in equipoise. 

The ‘Meaning’ spells out the sentence exactly as it should be: 

‘The subject—the middling-faculty [bodhisattva] abiding on the path of seeing who has 

attained the exalted wisdom of subsequent equipoise [post-equipoise] of the Mahayana 

path of seeing—is irreversible from unsurpassable complete enlightenment because he 

is a bodhisattva who has attained the special conducts of body and speech of subsequent 

equipoise [post-equipoise] which are induced by the sixteen instants of knowledges and 

forbearances of the Mahayana path of seeing.’ 

 

 

We want to prove that this middling faculty bodhisattva who abides on the path of seeing and 

who is in post-equipoise has become ‘irreversible from unsurpassable complete 

enlightenment’. 

 

We prove that through the signs which are 'induced by the sixteen instants of knowledges 

and forbearances of the Mahayana path of seeing' and become manifest during post-

equipoise.   

 

We continue with the second outline: 

‘2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2. Extensive explanation of their entities 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2A. Making a connection 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2B. Root text 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C. Commentary 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2A. Making a connection 

The subject—that taught in the five interceding stanzas “Having turned away from the 

discrimination of forms and so forth…” (stanzas 4.47-51)—has a purpose because it is 
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for the sake of indicating the sixteen aspects in response to the question, “What are the 

aspects of the signs of irreversibility of one on the path of seeing or their characteristics 

like?”’ 

 

‘The subject’, that taught in the five interceding stanzas has a purpose because it is for the 

sake of indicating the sixteen aspects in response to the question, “What are the aspects 

of the signs’ of a bodhisattva on the path of seeing?  

 

To answer that we have the five stanzas in the root text that enumerate them. Here we just 

have the first line. The root text [page 196] has the five stanzas.  

 

‘[Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] (stanza 4.47-4.51) says: 
 

Having turned away from the discrimination of forms and so forth;  

Stable minds; having turned away from   

The lesser vehicles; having thoroughly exhausted the link 

Of the concentrations and so forth; 
 

Lightness of body and mind; 

Being skilled in means with respect to utilizing desires;  

Always chaste conduct;  

Pure livelihood; 
 

Individually ceased the abidance 

Of involvement and subsequent involvement with 

The aggregates and so forth; those that obstruct;  

The accumulations; the battle of the powers and so forth; 
 

Miserliness and so forth;  

Not observing a mere particle of the Dharma;  

Abiding on the three grounds  

Certain of one’s own ground; and  
 

Forsaking life for the sake of the Dharma: 

Such sixteen instants  

Are the signs of irreversibility 

Of an intelligent one abiding on the path of seeing.’  

 

 Returning to the commentary: 
 

‘In order to make the above connection, [Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning] says:  

If asked, “What kind of aspects of the instants are the characteristics?”’ 

 

The question here needs to be understood in context. What are the aspects of those 

sixteen characteristics or signs of irreversibility of bodhisattvas on the path of 

seeing?  

 

The response is that:  

‘The aspects’ of those sixteen signs are ‘taught in the five interceding 

stanzas.’ 
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‘2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2B. Root text 

In order to extensively explain the sixteen signs of irreversibility of one on the path of 

seeing, [Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] (stanza 4.47-4.51) says:’ 

 

Here we have the five stanzas:  

 

'Having turned away from the discrimination of forms and so forth;  

Stable minds; having turned away from   

The lesser vehicles; having thoroughly exhausted the link 

Of the concentrations and so forth; 

 

Lightness of body and mind; 

Being skilled in means with respect to utilizing desires;  

Always chaste conduct;  

Pure livelihood; 

 

Individually ceased the abidance 

Of involvement and subsequent involvement with 

The aggregates and so forth; those that obstruct;  

The accumulations; the battle of the powers and so forth; 

 

Miserliness and so forth;  

Not observing a mere particle of the Dharma;  

Abiding on the three grounds  

Certain of one’s own ground; and  

 

Forsaking life for the sake of the Dharma: 

Such sixteen instants  

Are the signs of irreversibility 

Of an intelligent one abiding on the path of seeing.' 

 

These sixteen signs are explained by means of the four noble truths. There are four signs in 

relation to each of the four truths.  

'2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C. Commentary 

In order to explain this by means of the meaning of the words, [Haribhadra’s Clear 

Meaning] says:  

Through emptiness by way of its own character…' 

 

Here in the commentary we only have the first line. It gives us the reason that establishes the 

first line.  

 

'through' indicates this is the reason. 

 

‘Through emptiness by way of its own character...’. 

 

This refers to through having the direct realisation emptiness of being empty of true 

existence. Then we refer to the first line in the first stanza above: The person has 
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'turned away from the discrimination of forms and so forth’ by abandoning the 

seeds of imputed obscurations in terms of grasping at their true existence [through 

having the direct realisation of emptiness.]  

 

The ellipsis indicates that there are fifteen more reasons that will establish the 

remaining fifteen characteristics.  

 

Continuing in the text: 
 

‘Furthermore, with regard to this, there are:’ 

 

Here, 'this' refers to the sixteen aspects of the signs of irreversibility on the path of seeing.  

 

They are:  
 

‘2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1. Extensive explanation of the aspects of the individual truths 

 2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C2. Summary—identifying the signs that were explained 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1. Extensive explanation of the aspects of the individual truths’. 

Those sixteen signs are presented in relation to the four noble truths and we have four signs 

for each one of the truths as indicated below. 

 

‘2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1A. The aspects of true sufferings 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1B. The aspects of true origins 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1C. The aspects of true cessations 

2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1D. The aspects of true paths’ 

 

Each of these has four aspects totalling sixteen.  

‘2A1B-2B2B-2B2B-2C1A. The aspects of true sufferings 

In order to indicate the four instants of knowledges and forbearances of the aspects of 

true sufferings’ 

 

In relation to the aspects of true suffering the first two instances are Dharma forbearance and 

Dharma knowledge. These are followed by subsequent forbearance and subsequent 

knowledge. This is how we have four instants or four moments of the aspects of true 

suffering.  

 

The first one is having destroyed the seeds of imputed true grasping; having 'turned away 

from the discrimination of form and so forth’. 

 

For the first one: 
 

(1) It was said and Venerable Subhuti said to the Bhagavan, “Bhagavan, for the sake of 

reversing from what is the irreversible great bodhisattva called ‘irreversible’?” The 

Bhagavan said, “Subhuti, he is irreversible from the discrimination of form…” 
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Subhuti is asking in relation to what are we are calling them irreversible bodhisattvas? They 

are not returning back to what or from what? In relation to what are they irreversible? The 

Buddha replies: 

 

“Subhuti, he is irreversible from the discrimination of form…” 
 

 He is irreversible from imputed true grasping from phenomena: from form all the way up to 

enlightenment.  

 

Referring to the list on the previous page, the second one in the list appears as ‘stable mind’. 

It refers to how stable their relative and ultimate bodhicitta is.  This is a particular sign for 

that. 

 

‘(2) “Subhuti, furthermore, the evil maras come to the presence of the great bodhisattva 

and counter his belief. The omniscience is empty by way of its own character, the very 

entity of things which is similar to space… When he practices the six perfections by way 

of possessing a stable mind, an unmoving mind, and an unscattered mind, he will 

engage the faultlessness of the bodhisattvas.”’ 

 

Possessing ‘a stable mind, an unmoving mind, and an unscattered mind’ indicates how 

stable the bodhicitta is for ‘the great bodhisattva’ of middling capacity here on the path of 

seeing.  

 

‘the evil maras come to the presence of the great bodhisattva and counter his belief.’ 

 

The maras try to cause obstacles for the bodhisattvas. They try to cause the bodhichitta that 

the bodhisattva has generated to decline. They try to interrupt it. We want to prove that the 

bodhisattvas will remain with a mind unchanging both in terms of their ultimate bodhicitta 

and their relative bodhichitta.  

 

We don't have the entire passage of the sutra, we only have the beginning and the end of that 

section.  

 

‘omniscience’ is the same as the state of Buddhahood.  

 

‘omniscience is empty by way of its own character, the very entity of things which is 

similar to space’. 

 

The analogy here of omniscience being ‘similar to space’ is because the being who has the 

omniscience of the Buddha has direct realisation of all phenomena. Their realisation are vast 

like space. At same time it is ‘empty by way of its own character’. This refers to their 

ultimate bodhicitta.  

 

‘When he [the bodhisattva] practices the six perfections by way of possessing a stable 

mind, an unmoving mind, and an unscattered mind’. 

 

Not only will this bodhisattva have ultimate bodhichitta, but also in terms of their 

conventional bodhichitta they will be unmovable. Their bodhicitta will not decline until they 

reach the state of enlightenment. This is because buddhas and bodhisattvas come and bless 
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that bodhisattva and their blessing gives that stability. It fortifies that bodhicitta. Although the 

maras are trying to cause that bodhichitta to decline, because they receive the blessing of 

buddhas and bodhisattvas, both their ultimate and relative bodhicitta will remain unaffected.  

 

So with ‘a stable mind, an unmoving mind, and an unscattered mind, he will engage the 

faultlessness of the bodhisattvas’. 

 

The third is ‘having turned away from the lesser vehicles’ of hearers and solitary 

realisers, they have firm conviction and firm realisation in terms of  the great 

vehicle.  

 

‘(3) Then Venerable Subhuti said to the Bhagavan, “Bhagavan, is the irreversible great 

bodhisattva called ‘irreversible’? Nevertheless, the irreversible great bodhisattva is 

called ‘irreversible.’” The Bhagavan said, “Subhuti, the irreversible great bodhisattva is 

called ‘irreversible.’ The great bodhisattva who is irreversible from the grounds of 

hearers or grounds of solitary-realizers, Subhuti, is an irreversible bodhisattva…”’ 

 

Subhuti is asking the Buddha a series of questions.  There appears to be a lot of repetition.  

Firstly Subhuti asks: Do you call a bodhisattva who is on the path of seeing with middling 

capacity “irreversible”? 

‘Nevertheless, the irreversible great bodhisattva is called ‘irreversible.’ 

This second phase is again a question: What is the reason? The first question is: Do you call 

him irreversible? The second question is:  Why do you call him irreversible?  

 

The Buddha confirms: yes indeed, we call this bodhisattva irreversible. Then comes the 

meaning:  

 

‘The great bodhisattva who is irreversible from the grounds of hearers or grounds of 

solitary-realizers, Subhuti, is an irreversible bodhisattva’. 

 

In brief, this bodhisattva is irreversible from great enlightenment. This indicates the great 

bodhisattva won't go back into the grounds of hearers or into the grounds of solitary realisers.  

He will not revert to ‘the grounds of hearers or grounds of solitary-realizers’ because he 

will never have the attitude of seeking peace for his own sake. For this reason he will not fall 

into those grounds. This is the real reason he is irreversible.  

 

Referring again to the list on page 196, the fourth one is:  

‘having thoroughly exhausted the link of the concentrations and so forth’.  

 

Although having attained concentrations and so forth he has thoroughly exhausted the link. 

  

‘(4) “Subhuti, furthermore, due to desiring irreversible great enlightenment, he enters 

absorption in the first concentration. He enters absorption up to the fourth 

concentration. He enters absorption up to cessation… He does not thoroughly grasp the 

result of concentration. He does not thoroughly grasp the result of entering absorption 

up to cessation…”’ 

 

This describes how these bodhisattvas enter and actually attain the nine types of absorption. 

There are four types of absorption on the form realm: the first absorption; the second 
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absorption; the third absorption and the fourth absorptions.  

 

Then we have four types of absorption on the formless realm making eight. Then we have the 

last one: the equilibrium of cessation. That makes nine in total. 

 

Here it says: 

 

‘he enters absorption in the first concentration. He enters absorption up to the fourth 

concentration. He enters absorption up to cessation’. 

 

‘he enters absorption in the first concentration.’ This is first concentration of the form 

realm. He goes from the first to the second, to the third and to the fourth.  This is omitted 

here. 

 

‘He enters absorption up to the fourth concentration’ refers to the four absorptions of the 

formless realm.  

 

'He enters absorption up to cessation'. He enters all that, including the equilibrium of 

cessation.  He attains all that, but he does not grasp at the results of these concentrations. He 

does not grasp at entering absorption up to cessation.   

 

This sentence cites the first one then up to the fourth, then the last one, the equilibrium of 

‘cessation.’  

 

The bodhisattvas actually enter and engage these types of absorptions. They attain these 

levels of absorption but they do not grasp at the fruit or the result of these absorptions.  

 

Referring again to the list on page 196, they have ‘thoroughly exhausted the link'.  

This means they have destroyed the causes of taking rebirth to the grounds of those higher 

realms, out of karma and afflictions. It doesn't mean they cannot be reborn there. They can be 

reborn there through the power of prayers for example, if it is necessary to subdue sentient 

beings; in order to help and benefit sentient beings.  

 

However they will not take rebirth on the grounds of the higher realms due to having 

cultivated absorptions; that is, for example, by becoming attached to bliss of that absorption. 

They are not getting born due to karma and afflictions.  

 

To explain this we have first the verse from Maitreya’s Ornament and then the commentary 

from Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning.  

 

'In order to explain their meanings, [Maitreya’s Ornament for Clear Realization] (stanza 

4.47) says: 

 

Having turned away from [1] the discrimination of forms and so forth;  

[2] Stable minds; [3] having turned away from   

The lesser vehicles; [4] having thoroughly exhausted the link 

Of the concentrations and so forth;’ 

 

‘And [Haribhadra’s Clear Meaning] says:  
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(1) through emptiness of [existence by way of] their own character, 

turned away from conceiving phenomena such as form’.  

 

This is the first of the signs at this level. We start with the first moment in relation 

to the truth of suffering that is Dharma forbearance. We begin by giving the reason:  

‘through emptiness of [existence by way of] their own character’ means through  having 

the direct realisation of emptiness of existing by way of their own character, they have 

‘turned away from conceiving phenomena such as form’ and so forth as truly existent. So 

they destroy the seeds of imputed true existence.  

To formulate the reasoning:   

(a) [the subject] Take the subject: a bodhisattva on the path of seeing with middling capacity.  

(b) [what we want to prove] These bodhisattvas have ‘turned away’ or destroyed imputed 

true grasping in relation to phenomena, beginning from form and so forth.  

(c) [the reason] This is through having the direct realisation of emptiness of the lack of their 

true existence.  

‘(2) through blessings by buddhas and so forth, stability of the minds of 

unsurpassable enlightenment’. 

 

‘through blessings by buddhas and so forth’ is the reason. Through that they 

have ‘stability of the minds of unsurpassable enlightenment.’ This refers to both 

relative and ultimate bodhichitta. 

To formulate the reasoning: 

(a) Take the same subject: a bodhisattva on the path of seeing with middling capacity.  

(b) This level of bodhisattvas have stability in terms of relative and ultimate bodhichitta. 

(c) Why? Through having received blessings of buddhas and bodhisattvas so that their 

two types of bodhicitta do not decline. 

'(3) through having accomplished the special Mahayana Dharma, thoroughly turned the 

mind away from the vehicles of the hearers and solitary-realizers'.  

Again we begin by giving the reason: ‘through having accomplished the special 

Mahayana Dharma’ they have ‘thoroughly turned the mind away from the vehicles of 

the hearers and solitary-realizers'.  

To formulate the reasoning: 

(a) Take the same subject: a bodhisattva on the path of seeing with middling capacity.  

(b) The bodhisattvas on that level have ‘turned the mind away from the lower 

vehicles’ of the hearers and solitary-realizers  

(c) because they have 'accomplished the special Mahayana Dharma' and they never 

entertain the thought of reaching liberation just for their own sake. 
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'(4) through the strength of finely discriminating phenomena, perfectly and completely 

exhausted the link of birth in the concentrations and formless absorptions—these four 

are the aspects of sufferings.' 

Again the reason is given first: 'through the strength of finely discriminating phenomena' 

they ‘perfectly and completely exhausted the link of birth in the concentrations and 

formless absorptions’ and we understand this to include ‘the equilibrium of ‘cessation’ as 

well — ‘these four are the aspects of sufferings.' 

To formulate the reasoning: 

(a) Take the same subject: a bodhisattva on the path of seeing with middling capacity.  

(b) The bodhisattvas on this level, although they have attained the concentrations of the 

form and formless absorptions plus the equilibrium of cessation, they have exhausted 

the link or the cause that has the potency to bring their birth into the form and 

formless states.  

(c) Why? Because they have ‘the strength of finely discriminating phenomena'. This 

means they have the strength of wisdom because they have direct the realisation that 

properly discriminates phenomena 

The meaning of this fourth point is that they will not be born in form and formless  realms 

through the power of karma and afflictions, because they have severed or destroyed the link 

which is the possibility of taking rebirth in such a way.  

We have just completed the four aspects that are in relation to the truth of suffering. These 

have to be correlated to the four moments. The first moment is the truth of suffering Dharma 

forbearance. The second one is the truth of suffering Dharma knowledge. The third one is the 

truth of suffering subsequent forbearance. The fourth one is truth of suffering subsequent 

knowledge. 

When we talk about signs, we are talking about special physical and verbal behaviour that 

becomes manifest in post-equipoise and is induced through the strength of the realisation of 

special method and wisdom. 

Here in this list, we refer to things that happen during post-equipoise. For example, the first 

point says that the bodhisattva has turned away from grasping at the true existence of form 

and so forth because they have direct relation of emptiness that destroys that self grasping.  

Here we describe the type of realisation they have in post-equipoise. In post-equipoise they 

will have that realisation. At this level, because that sign is an inner sign, it is hidden from us. 

Even in post-equipoise we cannot say: ‘I understand they have this level of realisation.’ We 

have to rely on those special physical and verbal signs that are induced through the level of 

that realisation, in post-equipoise. We see these special physical and verbal actions and we 

trace that back and say, that means, even when they are in post-equipoise they have special 

realisation, which means that when they were in equipoise they actually manifested that 

realisation. So we trace it back with at least these two steps.  

In that list of four we should be looking for realisations of special method and special 

wisdom because these are the things that induce the signs. 
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For the first one, these bodhisattvas have the realisation of special wisdom because they have 

the realisation of emptiness of lack of true existence. This is how they destroy imputed 

manifest true grasping. So number one is special wisdom 

The second one talks about the stability of the mind. It refers to stability of both ultimate and 

relative bodhichitta. Therefore it refers to the special realisation of both: special realisation of 

wisdom and special realisation of method. 

The third one is special realisation of Mahayana method because they have destroyed the 

attitude of seeking peace only for their own sake.  

The fourth one is special realisation of wisdom. It says ‘through the strength of finally 

discriminating phenomena’ which is the realisation of emptiness. When we look at those 

four we should be able to identify what is the special realisation: whether it is of method, of 

wisdom or both; what is the thing we induce there, what are the signs.  

We can analyse this in more detail especially in relation to the third point: 

'(3) through having accomplished the special Mahayana Dharma, thoroughly turned the 

mind away from the vehicles of the hearers and solitary-realizers'.  

At this point we are positing this as a special sign of middling capacity bodhisattvas on the 

path of seeing. The ultimate reason is because they have destroyed this attitude of seeking 

peace just for their own sake. 

However this is something that bodhisattvas on the path of accumulation must have and 

bodhisattvas on the path of preparation already have.  So why posit this here as that reason 

that establishes this as a special sign of those on the path of seeing? 

We discussed this last week. The very important thing is that they manifest signs according to 

the level of their own realisations. Those on the path of accumulation and the path of 

preparation don't have that level of realisation of bodhisattvas on the path of seeing, so they 

are excluded. This is not going to be the sign for them.  

Question: Apart from the second in this list of four, the other three indicate realisation of 

special wisdom or realisation of special method. Why don't we have mention of both, since 

according to the definition it is realisation of special method and special wisdom? 

Geshela: In general, since they are bodhisattvas they will always be practising this union of 

method and wisdom. Here we are looking at specific cases. The first thing they want to do is 

to destroy those seeds of imputed manifest true grasping.  The specific thing that will destroy 

that is the realisation of emptiness. For this specific thing, we need to talk about the specific 

things identifying the special wisdom. Later on in the list we have specific things talking 

about the special method. However in general they practice both.  

WE WILL STOP HERE  

 


